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The Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and

Technology Development was set up by resolution 248(XI) adopted by
the ECA Conference of. Ministers at its second meeting at Accra in

F.efruary 1973= The Committee's composition and terms of reference

w'.ere.v defined by the Executive Committee in resolution 4 adopted at
its"ninth meeting held in Addis Ababa from 18 to 22 Junel973o

At the same meeting, the Executive Committee also elected the

following 20 countries on a.subregional basis out. of the 41 States .

that were then members of ECA.as members of the Intergovernmental

Committee, for a four-year term.

, ,' Burundi, the Congo, the. United Republic of Cameroon and Zaire

(Central African subregi.on).; Ethiopia, Madagascar, Swaziland; Uganda,
the Unirted. Republic.: of. Tanzania and Gambia (East Afriqan subregion).;.
Algeria, Egypt and: Morocco"J-NortH African subregion); (Jharia, the".
Ivory Coast, Liberia, the Niger, Nigeria, Senegal and Togo (West .
African subregion).. ." ' ' ' ,. ■

The Intergovernmental Committee has since'held four meetings: "

First meeting, 6-9 November"'1973

Second meeting,. 17-19 July 1974

Third meeting; 10-12 November 1975

Fourth meeting, 24-7§8;.January 1977 . .

The reports* of these meetings have been published as ECA documents
E/CN.14/609, E/CNo14/624; E/CN.14/648 and E/CN814/684,

The Executive Committee-is being called upon to take action on'
the following issues: ' " -
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J'(&)''■ Election-of new members of the Intergovernmental Committee

". The four-year term of office for the members of the Intergovem- .

mental Committee elected in 1973 has expired. The Executive Committee

is now called upon to elect new members, bearing in mind that present

members of the Committee are eligible.for re-election. . . .

(b) Composition . ■■;■..,.". - ::V.:

In deciding on .20 members on the Intergovernmental Committee it

was envisaged that there should be one member for every two States •'" ■

members of ECA; the total number of ECA member States was then 41-

Since that time more countries have attained their independence and at

present there are 49 ECA member States■;■ ; In the light of this, the

Executive Committee might wish to expand' the membership of the Inter

governmental Committee to 24.

(c')': Terms of reference ■ "■ ■" . ;. " ?'..'..'.-' ..'- - ,]'

In drawing up1 the Committee's terms of reference the main emphasis

appears'to have been on the implementation of the" African Regional -Plan';)

for the Application of Science and Technology to Deveiopmentv' This is -
understandable since Conference of Ministers resolution 248(XI), by.
which the Intergovernmental Committee was established, sought to; :;'■ .

provide a regional machinery for the implementation-of the Africah"'-"5;--1;
Plan which was-the regional component' of the' -World Plan of Action/ ''\':['-
The record of the business transacted by the Intergovernmental; Coin- :-
mittee, as contained in its four reports, fully confirms the energetic
approach, with which it endeavoured-to fulfil its mandate; However, the

United Nations"was unable to secure the necessary funds for the im
plementation of the World1 :Plon of Action, for the Application of Science,

and Technology to Development as■envisaged when the■Plan was drawn up.

Similar problems, were faced at the regional"level too, and several - '
proposals and suggestions which came out of the discussions of the1 ."■•

Intergovernmental. Committee of Experts remained unimplemented.

Since the establishment of the Committee the .subjects of: science

and technology have not only grown rapidly in importance; they have

also been shown to possess a remarkable and increasing number of
features which affect, transplantation as well as indigenous develop

ment. There would therefore seem to be a need for monitoring such

developments and for bringing African insights and experience and
Africa's.perceptions of its own .needs to bear on the interpretation
to be given, for practical.purposes, .to these, developments and how

they may most effectively be made to serve the needs and interests of
the region. This is of particular importance since the post-war

development of science and technology has been determined by.the.. ...
institutional structure of R and D in advanced countries and by the
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interests, needs and resources of those institutions or their owners

or sponsors. ECA's principal concern, a^.vyil^ltA.9|[^^ua^\i;Fom-j.th€! ■
following-illustrations of issues likely to-be brought to the atten

tion of. the .'Committee,7 "relates' to .the : application of' science.'.and ■'-.

g technology .td development and: most■particularly to. technology. .

■■'■■-■ ■ ' - - - ■ ' ■• ■ .'■ "■. ..yy~..-:').': . '

^Transfer of technology ; * \ ■ '"•• '■'-; ' '-'•*'* ■'■''.'■' , .:. ■

Hitherto1 aftention'has been-cencehtrated.'on the.:direct and ■. . • . .-■
indirect, oye^t[arid; cbyert costs' of transfer. Less^attentioh.has' .:■

been paid to: raechanisms:'and ■ channels of ■ transfer, to-transfer'resources

and cd'stf and:t0;:thfe ;p6tenti|l African recipients ^ of vtransferred .. •■
technology i1"';; Vflaer^ transfer'' is-.'among -equals- the -lattervissues -may .be ■.

unimpb^t ant ■;■;■_; ;'^ ;.':-:;:,/' f;''\'.';:""'" ""'"'.. ' ' :-:-"'"■■"' ■; ' "-:- :j~ ■■'■:;" '" ■ /■'-■■ ■:-'--:-' ■

But with regard to Africa, transfer will not be effected among, -■

equals and'the question of the character,,orientation, capabilities,
etc., of the potential recipients (small-scale farmers, plantation
managers, small-scale industrial entrepr^enfiurs^^^

managers, public, utilities, joint enterprises, etc.)f their numb'ers
and' sectoral'' distribution7 and the socio-economic- environment-within
which they;pperate;;be:c'bmer matters; of urgent - concern1;./--Support- institu-.-.

t ions'",i'"'si.ryices;: 'and."r!esources-for^'transfer -will therefore need., to .be ■-.••
designed in terms: of the. Characteristics of recipients and their.' . ; : ,■

situations,. ', , '';" ' ■ "._;"■' '.;' "' ' ' . . ' ■ r' : ' ' ■" •"■■■■ ■---■ *;

' '.!:Since. technology' deyeipps; as'a-result'- of. an' individual or a- -. :■-.■■■
group of people attempting tp solve ail identified:- technological -.

problem in'a'particular place/ at :a particular"time -and subject to..'

constraints,, the question .of transfer resources in general - such as
scientifically trained and technologically experienced persons, ■■;

physical facilities''(workshops,- equipment for ■'disassembly,; construe-.;.;.
tionr testing, reading/reference materials, power, water, cheny-cals,. ■
foundry, forge, etc.). a.suitable location and so on - are also mat
ters of the greatest importance".' In many countries workshops- and other
facilities exist" (serving, e.g.'railways, -docks,- electric power and x.

road construction authorities) wH;ich could be'developed for the. purr •

poses of education and training- in i-ndustrial'production as well as for
technology development1 or adaptation; but 'these are at present over

looked in the generally abstract discussions, on technology develop
ment or transfer. Recent studies now emphasize the value of already
accumulated experience in repairs, .maintenance and- parts manufactur
ing ..establishments tor. successful adaptation/and original' invention..

The issues jus^raisedy^ .that are
crucial in any-policy or pro-gramme "relating:to' technology development,
and adaptation and are much more so than the establishmerif:.of."techno
logy, information networks, patent offices and the like in strengthen
ing national technological ...capabilities •■'' :■■'■'; .'"i"':; .
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Autonomous/appropriate technology . . . . / '

It is in this vast area - including the up-grading of traditional
technology -. that unlimited opportunities are to he found for nurtur- -
ins the ability to recognize needs that can be met by technological
improvements, developing capabilities in facing up to problems of .
engineering design, of materials substitution and of the application
of motive power. Within this area also lies .the promise, of building
up national cadres increasingly confident in handling technologies,
wither indigenous or imported. Issues which require attention t
included the'prospect of penetration and appropriation of this area
by transnational corporations; .the relationship of autonomous/appro
priate-technology to a basic needs approach to planned development;
resource and organizational aspects of autonomous/appropriate techno- .
logy; the role of autonomous/appropriate technology in formal educa-■

tion. ,... ". v. . . ■ ..."

Development of technological education , '.■'....-

The foregoing leads to considerations of the gaps in the subject
structure of third-level education in the region which in general
reveal a large number of areas of specialization as missing.or ill-
represented. Associated with this are questions of the contents^and
organization of learning and teaching with particular reference to ^
linkages among education, training and work experience (including one
relevance and .limitations of sandwich courses). In addition to. a wide
range of technologies involved, consideration also needs to be given
to other courses such as management, economics and agriculture.

The role of middle level" education out of which must emerge the
very, large numbers of middle-level .specialists demands special

attention. .

At lower'levels there are school drop-outs and'the very large ;
increment in the out-of-school population that UNESCO forecasts for ••
the region by the year 2000 and the.fearsome challenge of converting
drop-outs and the out-of-school population into skilled operatives..
In whatever, way ..the. subject may be viewed, ;a knowledge-and-skills

revolution, is required'in Africa., ■■; . ._' \ . ■

In general, in regard to education and trairiing for manufacturing
technology "(including development and adaptation-of technology) the
secretariat would like to develop,, with assistance and guidance from
the Committee, the concept of a teaching company which is analogous
to the teaching hospital and which was familiar in Japan m the

nineteenth century. . '".' . . ' . . .

In the preceding paragraphs' a few of the subjects'to be placed
before the Committee have been given'some detailed treatment. Others

are likely to include:
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- A f;ille^ examination 6f-the concept - of ..technological capability

/ : - Government 'and" technological irmbvatibh;/..'. ./ „ . . "...

J - Patents...and ..trademarks;

: -.-Technology-- contracts;-;: ■;.-.. ■ ;. _-. •;,.,:• ;. -; .: ;,■ ".-.-■.-.,.. ■

- The structure of industry, restrictive business practices and
effects' on teclmolVgy development: and transfer; ■■ . :

- Technology- assessment;, . ,: ..... . , ,: : ■

- Finan'cial' institutions" and the .promotion^ of technology;

-;'Social.-tejphnology:; .... ..,..' ._ .^, ,. . . .. ■ :.. .

-Technological, dependence:-; its: operational; meaning; causes and -

"reduction. 7'_;■;;'■/■ _;..;./ ^'. •' ■ :*.. ..l. ""'.'"""'." '■.-': ■■■'_' '!; ■ ;

In the light of -tHe points' advanced .above! .'the .Executive .Committee
might wish t-o -reconsider.vthe terms of■ reference, of; .the--Ini;ergovei~n- ..

mental Committee;.which/were": ■' ; ;■' ;":; y*"'".\ •"• ;: -. "_; : ' " .

(a) To assist the Commission in the definition and periodic.'
- review of the African Strategy for Science and Technology

Development''; l . -: . .■..""' : ■ '

(b) To revieW,"-on a', regular .basis, the ■ work of the secretariat
■;"■ of th^^ommission in comexi'on with .the implementation .of

' the African'Regional Plan;;- ;■■-■>. ' ■ .' ■ ■ ■

" (c) ' -To >:assess:^d evaluate" the ..results ,achieved, in the im- .
1 ~:'" ;;pl^eritafion';of the Regi6nal Plan;' :. , ■ ■". . : 'the Regi6nal Plan;

(d) To advise and assist the secretariat of the.Commission in
the co-ordination of activities of the. member States
related to the African Regional Plan and on the ways and
means to accelerate the" implementation of the Regional xIan;

(e) To advise on ways and means of mobilizing resources of all
" kinds for the implementation of the Regional Plan-

The secretariat now recommends the following terms of reference
as being of greater relevance to the work of the Committee in rela

tion to current and future issues:

(i) To assist the Commission in the definition and periodic ^
review of strategies and programmes forths development o±

science and technology in the African region;

(ii) To examine, and advise the Executive Secretary on, specific
issues bearing on the implementation of strategies outlined

. above; .



(iii) In'general to assist actively the Commission and the

Executive Secretary in the promotion of science;-.and

technology and their.application to national'develop

ment in member States; ■ , *• i

■ ■
(iv) To give special consideration in its. activities to the

needs of the least, developed member States of the region;

■ ■ : ••' ■ . ■■ ■ ■ ■ ' .: .■■ - . '
(v) To advise the Executive Secretary on ways, and,means of

mobilizing resources of all kinds for the implementation

of strategies, programmes and projects for the develop--

ment of science and technology within the region.

It will be obvious that the composition of the Committee'should

reflect the type of problems with which it will deal and. it. is hoped

that representation of member States will include senior members of

public utilities and other State enterprises, industrial support

services such as industrial estates,; Sifate development banks, indusr-
trial research institutes, universities and polytechnics, agricultural
development corporations, etc.-, as well as officials of ministries

directly responsible for scientific and technological policies and

their implementation. ' -

It is intended that, where necessary, the Intergovernmental

Committee will set up, or advise on the setting up of working groups
to examine specific problems for consideration by the Committee or the

Executive Secretary. It is also intended to majce arrangements which

will link the work of the Intergovernmental Committee with the work

of such other ECA bodies as the Conference of Ministers of Industry
and its Follow-up Committee, the African Regional Centre for Techno

logy* "the proposed Regional Centre for JJngineering Design and Manufacr

turing, working groups of specialists dealing with human resources ^

development, trade, .etc.


